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At Homes & Antiques our motto is “Where classic meets 
contemporary” and we are the magazine for people 
who love great design and beautiful objects from every 
era. Alongside our unrivalled guides to antiques and 
collectibles, you’ll fi nd inspiring real interiors, sizzling 
style and decorating ideas, and a huge range of features. 
Not only that, we do the practical stuff too – whether it be 
making your own soft furnishings or changing your home 
from top to bottom.

“Homes & Antiques is a great advertising medium 
to reach discerning buyers of antiques and collectable 
products across the UK. We have seen measurable results 
from our on- and off-line campaigns with this title.”  
GUY�FALKINGHAM��MD��BLUEPRINT
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The editorial offering

With some eye-catching wallpaper and a few simple steps, you 
can transform a tired wardrobe into an attractive focal point

Wardrobe
Upcycling project 

T his fantastic wallpaper, ‘Mr 

and Mrs Collins Brown’, from 

Swedish design geniuses 

Sandberg, provided the 

inspiration for this deft transformation of an 

unwanted mid-century (but not in a good 

way) wardrobe. With its quirky illustrations 

of hats, boots and braces, it was perfect to 

give our tired old wardrobe a bit of character. 

The wallpapering was kept to the doors only, 

while the rest was painted in an elegant matt 

cream eggshell. A final flourish was added with 

striking new knobs from Anthropologie. 

seven simple steps
STEP ONE Remove the old handles.

STEP two Fill any holes or imperfections 

with a wood filler. Maybe do a second fill if the 

holes are very big from where the handles have 

been. Sand over the woodfiller until a smooth 

finish is achieved. 

STEP three Use a mid-grit sandpaper (120-

grit) to take off the varnish, then work to a 

higher grit sandpaper (180 then 240-grit). 

Make sure you do this in a well-ventilated 

space and put on a dust mask.

STEP four Once all the varnish is off and the 

wood feels smooth, paint the whole wardrobe 

inside and out with a water-based primer. Two 

coats should be fine. Sand lightly between each 

coat with 240-grit sandpaper.

STEP five Paint the areas you don’t want to 

wallpaper with your chosen colour and leave 

to dry. Apply at least two coats, inside and out.

STEP six Cut the wallpaper a bit bigger than 

you will need it and make sure the pattern 

matches up on the two doors. Stick it on using 

a good quality wallpaper paste, wrapping the 

surplus neatly around the doors.

STEP seven For a longer life and to make 

it more durable, cover the wardrobe with a 

water-based varnish when completely dry.

PhotograPhs RACHEL WHITING  styling VICTORIA FITCHETT

We’d love to see 
the results if you 
attempt this. Email 
us at dearangela@

bbcmagazines.com 
or contact us via Facebook at 
facebook.com/homesantiques

On wadrObe 
Edwardian leather 
suitcase, £185; black tin 
hat box, £185, both Tin 
Tin Collectables. Top 
hat, £150, Buckleigh of 
London. Leather gloves, 
£38, Diane Harby

On flOOr  
Silver parrot head 
rosewood cane, c1890, 
£2,000, Great Canes. 
Black tin hat box, 
£195; brown hat box, 
£225; Victorian leather 
suitcase, £245; Edwardian 
boots, £85, all Tin Tin 
Collectables. Black 
antique silk lace jacket, 
£95, Diane Harby. 1950s 
pink gloves, £48, Vintage 
Modes. Wallpaper on 
wardrobe: Sandberg ‘Mr 
and Mrs Collins Brown’, 
£50 per roll, Wallpaper 
Direct. ‘Dimity’ estate 
eggshell paint, ref 2008, 
£43.50 per 2.5l, Farrow 
& BallNext moNth A junk-shop wardrobe is 

transformed with chic printed wallpaper.

Materials

  Screwdriver
  Wood filler
  Sand paper, (120-grit,  

180-grit and 240-grit)
  Dust mask
  Water-based primer
  Paint brushes
  Chosen paint colour  

for finished wardrobe
  Chosen wallpaper for 

finished wardrobe
  Wallpaper paste and 

brush
  Water-based varnish,  

if applicable
  New door handles,  

if needed

4 Paint the interior and exterior 
of the unit with a water-based 
primer – two coats should do it.

7 Once you’ve stuck your 
wallpaper on the doors, cover 
with varnish for a longer life.

3 Remove the wardrobe’s varnish 
by rubbing down with increasingly 
high grit sandpaper.

Before
You can pick up a 
wardrobe such as  
this for about £30

148   H&a  OctOber 2011 

H&A  Project

Inspiring real 
interiors

Project Inspiration

Unrivalled guides to 
antiques

Edited Shopping Guides

Decorating Ideas and 
Practical Features

need to know

The owners Rosie and David 
Ames relocated from London to 
Devon. Rosie used to work as a 
knitwear designer and David as 
a product designer. David now 
works as a cabinet-maker and, 
until recently, Rosie has run the 
house as a B&B.

The property The 1970s 
property is split over three levels. 
On the entrance level is the 
‘yellow’ bedroom and an office.  
A couple of steps lead down to  
the dining room (which adjoins  
the kitchen on the left) and the  
living room on the right. Upstairs  
is the lilac guest room and en 
suite, a twin bedroom and Rosie 
and David’s bedroom. Steps lead 
up to an attic bedroom.

Rosie and David Ames decided to trade in life in London for one in the 
depths of Devon – and in doing so, restored a roomy 1970s home
FEATURE KATIE HALLETT  PHOTOGRAPHS rAcHEL WHITING

A chAnge of pAce

facing page The teak chair in the corner of the living room 
was bought for just £6 from a local charity shop. Find similar 
at Danish Homestore. The screen print is by Stephen Bartlett. 
Vessels brought back from Namibia and Abu Dhabi are 
displayed throughout the Ames’s home This page The Danish 
coffee table was bought from a Sue Ryder shop for just £11. 
David bought the 1970s reproduction Rietveld ‘Red and Blue’ 
chair by Cassina in the 1970s

26   H&A   September 2011 
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COMING Next MONth 
Fresh ideas with paint

Surface attraction
Changing the look of your home can be as simple 
as giving rooms a lick of paint. Blend subtle tones 
from the same palette for a fresh new look
photographs rachel whiting  styling melanie molesworth

Soft focus
Textured wallpaper 
cries out for soft paint 
colours to highlight its 
beautiful patterns. It 
also creates a wonderful 
backdrop to show off 
a lovely collection of 
much-loved treasures.

Textured wallpaper, ref 
RD0647, £20.99 per roll, 
Wallpaper Direct. Paint, see 
next page. White ‘Experdit’ 
shelving unit, £20.42; shelf 
inserts, £10.21 each, both 
Ikea. Antique shell print, £5; 
vintage postcards, from a 
selection, all Valerie Arieta. 
Handmade glass hobnail  
jug, £110, I & JL Brown. 
Ceramic vase, £15, Zita  
Elze. Part of collection of 
crystalised rocks, £850; 
apothecary bottles, £12  
each, all The Old Cinema. 
‘Ellis’ pivot table light, £45, 
John Lewis

Subtle tones
Add depth to your chosen room colour by adding darker shades from  
the same palette. Here, a bright white kitchen has been warmed by 
painting the walls a soft shade of lilac, while antique kitchen chairs  
have been brought to life with brighter shades.

H&A  style

sEPtEMBER 2011  H&A  38

Feature Katherine Sorrell Styling Kiera bucKley-joneS 
PhotograPhS rachael whiting

Pride  
of Place
With its beautiful figuring and rich patina, Welsh 
country furniture has an appeal all of its own

h&a  discovering antiques

opposite 19th-century Welsh  
oak and pine three-tier  
spoon rack, £485; spoons, from 
£40, all Tim Bowen. small Burleigh 
jug, £12.50; Good Eating recipe 
Book, £7.99; weighing scales, £28; 
BoWls, from £2.50; tea ToWel, 
£6.50; all Baileys
this page late 18th/early 19th 
century Welsh comb-back stick chair, 
£3,600, Tim Bowen. French Digion 
jugs, £65 each; oil lamp, £85; blue 
BlankeT, £120; similar Bag, £46;  
all Baileys. ‘ludde’ sheepskin rug, 
£23.99, Ikea. jumpers, for similar  
try Toast. ‘alpaca cotton’ Wool  
and wooden knITTIng neeDles  
from a selection at rowan 

70 February  h&a  h&a  February 71
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 the makers were 
village joiners who 
used native timber 
and were neighbours, 
if not relatives, of  
their customers 

above Early 19th-century 
Welsh oak and pine ‘bread-
and-cheese’ cupboard, 
£4,450, Tim Bowen. Seagrass 
maT, £22; BaSkETS, from £26; 
BruSh, £5.50; cloTh, £4.50; 
all Baileys. Enamel BuckET, 
£10, Focus on the Past. 
Bag, £26; ironing Board, 
£60; both garden Trading. 
BlaNkETS from top: £125, 
re-Found objects; from £85, 
Baileys; £145, great English 
outdoors; £125, re-found 
objects; £85, Baileys

flourishes such as shaped friezes and aprons and, 
sometimes, fretwork and inlay.’ For an 18th-
century oak dresser, expect to pay from around 
£4,000, says Tim Bowen, though good examples 
with exceptional colour, patina or decoration 
could fetch £20,000 or more. A late 19th century 
pine example might be £1,200 or so. 

Cupboard love
As well as dressers, there are several other ‘typical’ 
types of Welsh antique furniture. There’s the 
cwpwrdd tridarn, or three-part cupboard, made 
mainly in Caernarfonshire, North Wales, between 
about 1660 and the 1770s, and the cwpwrdd 
bara caws, or bread-and-cheese cupboard: a 
tall, narrow piece, usually in one section, with 
ventilation panels of either fretwork or spindles, 
made in the extreme north-west. Desks, too, were 
popular with yeomen farmers, and many early 
examples were made in Montgomeryshire. ‘Stick’ 
chairs, chests of drawers, coffers, tables and linen 
presses are also worth looking out for. ‘Chests of 
drawers are very popular with buyers because they 
are so functional, and look nice almost anywhere 
in the house,’ says Tim Bowen. They cost from 
around £500 to £2,000, depending on size, 
with smaller examples (easier to fit into a modern 

used native timber and were neighbours, if not 
relatives, of their customers.’

Because travel around the country was limited, 
pronounced regional differences in style emerged. 
Dressers from North Wales, for example, tended 
to feature cupboards and drawers in the base, 
while those from South Wales were open-based. 
Pembrokeshire dressers had a cupboard either 
side of an open space – sometimes called a ‘dog 
kennel’. While dressers were essentially functional 
pieces, Bebb, an expert on Welsh antiques, 
points out that ‘they were intended to be on 
public display and often included decorative 

H&A  discovering antiques

FAsHionAble Furniture
Not all Welsh furniture was made to traditional 
styles by anonymous workmen. The furniture 
requirements of the richer middle classes 
and the gentry were often fulfilled by small, 
local cabinetmakers who followed fashion, 
says restorer and historian luke millar. ‘From 
the mid 18th century there was a demand for 
fashionable styles, so you do find makers using 
pattern books by the likes of hepplewhite, 
Sheraton, chippendale and a regency designer 
called george Smith, often adapting the patterns 
as it suited them. In the larger towns and cities 
there were people who described themselves 
as ‘cabinet makers and upholsterers’, and who 
followed the styles of the more prosperous 
towns all around Britain, using the fashionable 
woods of the time, such as mahogany, rosewood 
and satinwood, as well as Welsh oak. Notable 
names include david morley and Isaac davies, 
both of carmarthen, and owen & Sons of 
haverfordwest. look out for labels and 
handwritten signatures, the latter particularly on 
the undersides of drawers.

Left to right 18th-century Welsh 
ash stick chair, £5,500, Tim 
Bowen. Welsh comb-back chair, 
as before. Welsh comb-back 
chair, c1890, £1,985, havard 
& havard. maP, find similar at 
after Noah. BoaT, £14, Noah’s 
ark, £28; both Baileys. TEddy, 
£22, Focus on the Past

74 FeBruAry  H&A  H&A  FeBruAry 75
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These eight beautiful looks will transform any kitchen into  
a functional yet stylish space, says Katie Hallett

essential guide to

KitCHens

H&A  ideas

free and easy
For those who love nothing 

more than to move around 

their living room furniture on 

a whim, a freestanding kitchen 

is the ideal choice. Fired Earth’s 

‘Bastide’ kitchen (01295 812088; 

firedearth.com) offers a choice 

of distressed, vintage-style 

colours, the perfect choice for  

a country-style kitchen. 

For an original Aga, consider 

Twyford Aga – the company 

renovates, reconditions and 

resells used models (01568 

611124; twyford-cookers.com) 

and for sturdy terracotta tiles, 

try Paris Ceramics (020 7371 

7778; parisceramics.com). 

pretty practical 
Here, a simple country-style kitchen has been customised with 

feminine touches, such as green knobs and floral wallpaper. You 

can find similar papers at Cath Kidston (cathkidston.co.uk). 

Contemporary ceiling lights along with stainless-steel appliances 

and accessories keep the feel from becoming overtly chintzy. John 

Lewis sells similar units (08456 049049; johnlewis.com). 

industrial edge 
Wicker-baskets soften the feel of this Provençal-

inspired kitchen, where a stainless-steel cooker, 

splashback, hood and metal shelves lend an industrial-

edge. Magnet’s sleek ‘Kuta’ kitchen comes with the 

option of wicker drawers (01325 469441; magnet.

co.uk) or for open cabinets you could commission  

a local carpenter. Existing cabinets can also be updated 

by removing dated doors, adding new fixtures 

– head to Holloways of Ludlow (020 7602 5757; 

hollowaysofludlow.com) – and a lick of white paint. 

A magnetic knife strip, open shelves and easy-access 

herbs and utensils add to the professional appeal 

though this look does rely on a clutter-free kitchen. 

Attractive storage containers  are a must – try Graham 

& Green (0845 130 6622; grahamandgreen.co.uk).

tiP
Stainless-steel splashbacks are hygienic and  easy to clean. Britannia’s version even comes with a handy ladle rack. See website: britannia living.co.uk
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What can the H&A 
reader expect?

 � Inspiring real interiors 
 � Unrivalled guides to antiques 

and collectables 
 � Project inspiration 
 � Decorating ideas and 

practical features
 � Edited shopping guides
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Feature calendar 2013
january 
2013
Editorial feature
Eco Home

february 
2013
Editorial feature
Kitchens

march 
2013
Editorial feature
Paint & Wallpaper

april 
2013
Editorial feature
Bathrooms

JUNE
2013
Editorial feature
Bedrooms

MAY
2013
Editorial feature
Conservatories & garden 
buildings

July 
2013
Editorial feature
Outdoor dining

August 
2013
Editorial feature
Hallways/front gardens/
front doors (making an 
entrance)

September
2013
Editorial feature
Utility/laundry rooms

October 
2013
Editorial feature
Flooring

November 
2013
Editorial feature
Lighting

December 
2013
Editorial feature
Buying Christmas from 
the high street

Forward features: Essential Guides
WHILST�THIS�IS�SUBJECT�TO�CHANGE��HERE�IS�
OUR�PROGRAMME�OF�UPCOMING�EDITORIAL�
AND�ADVERTISEMENT�FEATURES
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% period on 
period growth

* Source: ABC Jul–Dec 2012

** Source: NRS July2011–June2012

ABOUT THE BRAND

“As we have increased the number of venues we use across 
the UK, advertising our events in Homes & Antiques 
has given us the exposure needed, to a focused and 
interested market”  PAUL��NELSON�EVENTS�LTD

Country
Living

Homes &
Gardens

House &
Garden

Country
Homes & 
Interiors

Homes & 
Antiques

Period
Living

250,000 188,174
(188,059)

127,489
(104,353)

126,451
(96,833) 97,631

(97,597) 61,583
(61,547) 36,414

(36,237)

200,000

150,000

100,000

50,000

0

circulation 
in a 
competitive 
context

* Source: ABC Jun–Dec 2012
** Source: NRS July2011–June 2012* 
Highest in the home interest market
Sources: NRS Oct 2010–Sept 2011
TGI July 2010–June 2011

Male/female ratio

Male
32.16

Female
67.84

age profile

31.76

23.14

18.04

12.94
9.02

31.76

23.14

18.04

9.02

65+

55-64

45-54

35-44

25-34

15-24

Total circulation

Actively read 
circulation

Total circulation

5.1

The Facts: 

Circulation: 
61,583*
Subscriptions: 
31,200*
Readership: 
258,000**

subscription 
levels (% of 
CIRculation)

Homes & Antiques (31,200) 51%

Country Living (80,042) 43%

Period Living (10,748) 30%

House & Garden (39,887) 32%

Homes & Gardens (27,601) 22%

Country Homes & Interiors (22,893) 23%

80,000
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About the reader

Who is the H&A reader?
��A�HOME�LOVER�WITH�REAL�SPENDING�POWER

��AFFLUENT�WITH�A�HIGH�DISPOSABLE�INCOME�

��THE�HOUESHOLD�DECISION�MAKER

��ENGAGED�AND�LOYAL

82%
main shopper

60%
chief income earner

51%
own their home 
outright (higher 
than any other home 
interest title)

74%
own their own homes

36%
AB profi le

48%
subscribe

50%
get a good deal of 
pleasure from their 
garden (higher than 
any other home 
interest title) 

29%
enjoy owning good 
quality things

28%
buy goods produced 
in their own country 
where possible

48%
primary readers 
(higher than any other 
home interest title) 

23%
get ideas to improve 
their home from 
magazines

20%
treat themselves to 
things they don’t need

17%
believe in paying 
extra for quality goods 
(higher than any other 
home interest title)

11%
change the 
decorations at home 
as o� en as they can 
(only Period Living is 
more) 

26%
believe it is worth 
paying extra for 
quality goods

20%
always looking for 
new ideas to improve 
their home (higher 
than any other home 
interest title)

44%
expect to make a 
home improvement in 
the next 12 months

H&A_Media_2013.indd   5 11/03/2013   15:51



unduplicated coverage
44%
do not read any other 
home interest title 

81%
do not read Country 
Homes and Interiors

79%
do not read Country 
Living

94%
do not read Elle Deco

75%
do not read Homes 
and Gardens

90%
do not read House 
Beautiful

83%
do not read Ideal 
Home

90%
do not read Period 
Living

77%
do not read House 
and Garden

Who is the H&A reader?
��A�HOME�LOVER�WITH�REAL�SPENDING�POWER

��AFFLUENT�WITH�A�HIGH�DISPOSABLE�INCOME�

��THE�HOUESHOLD�DECISION�MAKER

��ENGAGED�AND�LOYAL

Source: NRS Oct 2010-Sept 2011. Elle Deco, Ideal Home, Country Homes & Interiors, Homes & Gardens, Period Living, Country Living, House Beautiful
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about the opportunities

For an Antique Floor Collection Brochure call +44(0)1423 400 500 or visit Lapicida.com
SPECIALIST IN NEW & ANTIQUE STONE . TILES . SLAB . BATHS & BASINS . BESPOKE FABRICATION . LONDON | HARROGATE | SURREY | OSLO | MALLORCA

W O N D E R  I N  S T O N E

Lapicida_H&A_SINGLES.indd   1 14/02/2012   12:28

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

INSPIRED BY FLORAL
ANTON AND K
DECORATIVE LIVING
Anton and K, based in Winchcombe, 
Gloucestershire, sources beautiful one-
off authentic pieces, including vintage 
linens, and 18th and 19th-century 
painted country furniture, including 
armoires, tables, mirrors and lighting.
antonandk.co.uk

THE VINTAGE ATTIC
The Vintage Attic sells beautiful 
vintage and retro homewares, gifts and 
accessories. All items are carefully selected 
for their timeless qualities and relevance 
to the way we live our lives today.
enquiries@thevintageattic.co.uk 
thevintageattic.co.uk

AVA P
This fl oral heart keepsake box is lovingly 
handmade by Ava P. Its bespoke collection 
comes in a range of colours and sizes, all of 
which can be personalised, creating a gift 
for loved ones to treasure forever.
info@ava-p.co.uk
ava-p.co.uk

FOSSIL SASHA FLORAL 
CROSS-BODY BAG
Fossil: what vintage are you? The brand 
says it all... classic vintage, appliqué designs 
and contrast stitching. Visit Friends for 
Leather’s website for an exclusive fi ve per 
cent discount using the code BBCHA11.
01273 325768
friendsforleather.co.uk

VINTAGE KIGU CHERIE PETIT 
POINT COMPACT
Find a fantastic range of vintage and 
leather items, home and pet accessories, 
children’s gifts and more, many lasered 
and crafted in-house at The Pink 
Monkey Company.
01536 484503 
thepinkmonkeycompany.co.uk

VINTAGE KIGU CHERIE PETIT DESIGNS BY VIVA
Tables, chairs, candlesticks, telephones, 
lamps, bowls – you name it, Designs by 
Viva will transform it. Recycled products 
are découpaged in vibrant cotton fabrics 
to become a desirable enhancement for 
every room. 
07754 470705
designsbyviva.co.uk

FREDDIE FRECKLE
Freddie Freckle has a beautiful range 
of vintage china that’s just perfect for 
afternoon tea. Visit its online shop for a 
plethora of vintage fi nds and enter the 
code BBCHA for 10 per cent off.
caro@freddiefreckle.co.uk 
freddiefreckle.co.uk

THE BLUEBERRY STORE
This exquisite quilt is approximately 48in 
square and comes with a rod pocket so it 
can also be mounted as a wall hanging. 
It is also available as single, double and 
kingsize bedspreads. The throw is £55 
and bedspreads are from £115 at the 
Blueberry Store.
blueberrystore.co.uk

TRULY VINTAGE
An exciting mixture of vintage furniture 
and accessories, from painted furniture to 
pretty fl oral jugs, is available from Truly 
Vintage. Individual pieces will complement 
your home and garden.
07812 021366
trulyvintage.co.uk

BELLA BELLS VINTAGE
This online clothing company 
specialises in unique vintage fashion, 
spanning the glamorous 1920s through 
to the power-dressing 1980s. It also 
provides a hire service.
020 8144 2674
www.bellabellsvintage.com

BELLA BELLS VINTAGE
This online clothing company 

LAURA’S BEAU
Laura’s Beau produces licensed William 
Morris prints and its own exclusive 
designs, including Ribbons & Roses from 
its late 1800 to early 1900 French archive. 
Established in 1994, all products are 
printed and manufactured in the UK.
01423 815800
laurasbeau.co.uk

FLORAL PRINT 
HARDWOOD DECKCHAIR
This lovely limited edition hardwood 
deckchair is fi tted with a pretty vintage-
style fl oral print, which is truly gorgeous 
and would look beautiful in any garden. 
Visit the website for more vintage-
inspired products.
francescaandfl orence.co.uk

BELLA BELLS VINTAGE
This online clothing company Laura’s Beau produces licensed William 

FLORAL PRINT 

HA_222_Floral   148-149 11/8/11   16:15:20
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The team at Old White are based in Hampshire, have a passion for 
simpler times and share their lifestyle through their shop and blog. 
They search high and low for all the things that they love – items with 
a past and a history.

Pieces that have stood the test of time in quality and style are again 
becoming desirable. The love of vintage style is everywhere: from 
clothing to weddings to your home, it is defi nitely chic to be old-
fashioned. Pastel colours and cheery fabrics make your home a warm, 
cosy and inviting place where it always feels like spring. Distressed 
furniture means that you don’t have to worry about the knocks and 
bangs, while an eclectic array of old plates and ornaments means 
that you can continually add to it without having to start from scratch 
when you fancy a change. 

From sets of vintage 1930s plates to retro 1950s kitchenalia, to 
dining tables made from old Victorian fl oorboards, Old White have 
a treasure trove of furniture, homewares and gi� s – and if they don’t 
have it just ask and they will fi nd it for you.

Old White off er a sourcing service so if you need a particular piece 
of furniture to fi t into a specifi c space or you are looking for that 
quirky piece to fi nish off  your room, pop in or give them a call and 
they will do the legwork for you. Old White also off er a furniture 
painting service so your old furniture can be custom-painted to match 
your colour scheme for a fraction of the cost of buying it again and 
can also off er a UK nationwide delivery service.
● Old White, 1 Derby Road, Eastleigh, Hampshire, SO50 5QD; 02380 
480816 or 07871 535464; old-white.co.uk; twi� er.com/oldwhiteshop; 
zoe@old-white.co.uk

OLD WHITE
This store’s a treasure trove of vintage fi nds

ADVERTISEMENT�FEATURE

HA_223_151   1 22/6/11   15:21:39

Display advertising

Classified advertising

Inserts

Advertisement Features

single page 
Advertisement 
Feature

calendar 
sponsorship

Our team tailors the RIGHT�SOLUTION�to meet your 
business needs. From branding advertisements to 
drive AWARENESS and the emotional foundations of 
your brand through to classifi ed DIRECT-RESPONSE 
advertising and BESPOKE�ADVERTISEMENT�FEATURES 
that mirror the host environment, lend greater endorsement 
and build greater BRAND�SALIENCY.

Lapicida_H&A_SINGLES.indd   2 14/02/2012   12:28
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online opportunities
Display Advertising

LIVING SPACE 
DIRECTORY

newsletter
and section 
sponsorshiP

H&A Online
�� ������ �����

���������UNIQUE�ONLINE�VISITORS�PER�MONTH

���������PAGE�IMPRESSIONS�PER�MONTH

��������CLICK�THROUGH�RATE

banner

MPU

Skyscraper

Source: Google Analytics February 2013
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advertising contacts
 � CAROLINE�HERBERT, Advertisement Director,  

email: Caroline.Herbert@immediate.co.uk
tel: 0117 933 8060

 � TOM�DREW, Senior Advertising Manager,  
email: Tom.Drew@immediate.co.uk
tel: 0117 933 8043

 � GEORGINA�LUCAS, Advertising Manager, 
email: Georgina.Lucas@immediate.co.uk  
tel: 0117 314 8768

 � MATT�KUBIAK, Brand Sales Executive, 
email: Matt.Kubiak@immediate.co.uk
tel: 0117 933 8044

 � REBECCA�JANYSHIWSKYJ,
Brand Sales Executive, 
email: Rebecca.Janyshiwskyj@immediate.co.uk
tel: 0117 933 8051

 � HOLLY�PROCTER-NORRIS, Classifi ed Sales 
Executive
email: holly.procter-norris@immediate.co.uk
tel: 0117 314 8341, 

 � ANDREW�BURGESS, Classifi ed Sales Executive
email: Andrew.burgess@immediate.co.uk
tel: 0117 314 8300

 � LAURENCE�ROBERTSON,
Inserts: The DM Consultancy, 
email: laurence.robertson@immediate.co.uk
tel: 00353 5787 57444

print advertising RATES

Full Page £6,870

Double Page Spread £12,400

Half vertical £3,606

Half horizontal £3,606

Quarter page £1,850

Advertorial page £9,618

DPS Advertorial £17,360

Classifi ed £50 per SCC

Newsstand inserts from £45 cpm

Subscriber inserts POA

Online advertising RATES

Newsletter £1000qw

MPU £500

Banner £425

Sky Scraper £345

Button £195
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